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For CWS, is there a difference between the
number of gestures that co-occur with and
without stuttering?



For CWS, is there a difference between the
number of gestures that continue during
moments of stuttering and those gestures
that pause?

INTRODUCTION








Do young CWS differ from CWNS in the
number of gestures produced?

METHOD

Speech and gesture are believed to form an
integrated system in young children (GoldinMeadow, 1998).
Representational or lexical gestures (McNeill,
1992), which relate to the semantic content
of speech, may facilitate the speaker’s
retrieval of words from lexical memory.
Young CWS may differ from CWNS in the
speed and accuracy with which words are
stored or retrieved from lexical memory
(Hartfield & Conture, 2006; Pellowski &
Conture, 2005).
Mayberry, Jacques, and DeDe (1998) reported
that in adults and school-age CWS, gestures
(1) were produced with less frequency than
CWNS (2) rarely co-occurred with stuttering
and (3) paused during moments of
stuttering, then resumed with the onset of
fluent speech.



Total Number of Gestures


7 CWS and 7 CWNS (3;0 to 5;11) with no
history of neurological, speech-language
(other than stuttering), hearing, or
intellectual problems.
All participants scored >
percentile on
four speech-language tests and passed a
hearing screening.

o

o

The number of lexical gestures was
measured for CWS and CWNS.
The co-occurrence of lexical gestures with
stuttering was measured for CWS.



Contrary to the findings of Mayberry et al.
(1998), CWS regularly produced gestures
during fluent speech and stuttering.



Stuttering did not disrupt gesture when the
two co-occurred.



Together, these findings suggest that CWS
may have (a) a less efficient lexical retrieval
system compared to CWNS, and/or (b) a
poorly integrated language and gesture
system.

CWNS
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No significant difference between the
number of gestures produced with and
without stuttering by CWS, z = -.68, p = .49.

o

However, future studies using a larger
sample size are needed to substantiate
these preliminary findings.
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Co-occurrence of Gesture during
Stuttering


Significant difference between the number of
gestures that continued and paused during
episodes of stuttering, z = -2.0, p = .04.

Number of Lexical
Gestures

If a relationship exists between lexical access
and gesture production, and CWS have
difficulty with lexical retrieval, then CWS
should show disruptions in the integration
of the speech-gesture system.

CWS produced fewer lexical gestures during
the cartoon task than CWNS. Although the
difference failed to reach significance, this
may be due to the small sample size.
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Children watched segments from a Tweety
Bird cartoon (Canary Row, Warner Brothers)
and were asked to describe to their parents
what they saw in each segment.

CONCLUSIONS
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Gestures with and without Stuttering

Procedure


Marginally significant difference between the
number of lexical gestures produced by CWS
and CWNS, z = -1.6, p = .09.
CWS



Participants


RESULTS

Number of Lexical
Gestures

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
effect of gesture on language production in 14
preschool children who do (CWS) and do not
stutter (CWNS), using a cartoon recall task.
Main findings revealed that CWS produced
fewer gestures than CWNS. Contrary to prior
findings, stuttering did not disrupt the speechgesture relationship in CWS (NIH DC006805).

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Total Number of Lexical
Gestures
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